INTRODUCTION
Religion has long played a divisive role in American education. Since America's Founding, political leaders have worried about how to create an American educational system free of sectarian strife.' The plural system of sectarian schools that existed at the Founding was supplanted with publicly funded "common schools" by the mid-nineteenth century. 2 Promoters billed these schools as offering children a secular education free from the pressures of religious conflicts. Yet from the start, common schools drew their ideology from the teachings of mainline Protestantism. 3 The creation of the common school, therefore, did not lead to the disappearance of religious schools or of the conflict over the role of religion in education. 4 Catholics perceived the Protestant influence and created their own school system in the late nineteenth century. Protestants, in turn, successfully advocated for "Blaine Amendments" to state constitutions that prevented any state funding of religious schools. ' In the second half of the twentieth century, advocates of secular education and religious traditionalists alike turned to the courts to arbitrate their disputes over the proper role of religion in public education. 6 Although a legacy of Protestant influence remains, these Supreme Court decisions have helped to secularize American public education. By the end of the twentieth century, a robust constitutional regime governing religious expression in public schools appeared to be in place.
schools will indoctrinate students with religious dogma rather than just teach values and culture, and that they will promote intolerance, oppress nonadherent teachers and students, discriminate against potential attendees and employees, and segregate public schooling along religious lines. 2 
"
Religious charter schools also pose administrative problems with constitutional implications. Districts that can afford to support only a few religious charter schools risk violating the First Amendment if they favor some religious groups over others in the provision of charters. Districts may ailso feel pressure to police religious charter schools more closely than other charter schools to ensure that they comply with the First Amendment and nondiscrimination requirements. 2 This Note explores what place, if any, religious charter schools should have in American education. Districts that cannot meet constitutional constraints with certainty should avoid creating religious charter schools. Nonurban or small districts in particular may not have the resources to fund a plethora of religious charter schools or to monitor their compliance with constitutional requirements."
On the other hand, allowing religious groups to participate as educational providers within a broad program of choice makes sense in large urban districts with failing schools and an existing charter school program. These districts are best equipped to overcome the ideological, pragmatic, and constitutional objections to religious charter schools. As the districts most likely to have a diversity of religious groups coupled with a high rate of religious participation, 2 3 urban districts also stand to benefit most from religious charter mid-twentieth century, see McCollum, 333 U.S. at 211; Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 15-16 (1947) , but even at the time it had its critics, see McCollum, 333 U.S. at 247 (Reed, J., dissenting) ("A rule of law should not be drawn from a figure of speech.").
20. See infra Section III.A.
21.
See, e.g., Hannah Sampson, Hebrew Charter Ruled Kosher, MIAMI HERALD, Sept. 12, 2007, at Bi (quoting a school board member who worried about Ben Gamla Hebrew Charter School "more so than any other [school] because there is that constitutional issue that exists").
22.
Cf. Hoxby, supra note 8, at 32, 35 (explaining that charter schools are more difficult to run "in an area with dispersed population than one with a dense population," and that the greatest concentration of charter schools can be found in "densely populated central cities of urban areas," though many rural areas also have charter schools).
23.
See Kevin D. Breault, New Evidence on Religious Pluralism, Urbanism, and Religious Participation, 54 AM. Soc. REv. 1048, 1050 (1989) (noting that in contrast to urban areas, nonurban areas disproportionately include areas where "religiously conservative or traditional religions are strongly represented [with] very high religious participation and low religious diversity"; some nonurban places, like the "unchurched West," are religiously pluralistic but have a low religious participation rate). schools. Religious charter schools enable members of religious minority groups to receive an education that reflects their own values. They give students the chance to benefit from the energy that religious groups bring to education and foster diverse educational opportunities within urban public school systems. The existence of a diversity of religious groups can help districts prevent any one religious group from becoming too dominant in its charter school program. The large number of schools in urban districts suggests that the threat of limited choice or of undermining other schools will be minimized.' Finally, the presence of an existing charter school program suggests that neutral criteria for charter school selection can be put into place.
This Note proceeds in several parts. Part I explores the concept of religious charter schools by setting forth definitional frameworks and examining two religious charter schools in depth. Part II explains that in today's diverse, choice-based educational universe, many of the ideological and legal objections to religious charter schools have little force. It first discusses the increasing acceptance of a role for religious entities in public education and the decline of universal public schooling. It then questions the assumption that the creation of religious charter schools represents a significant departure from a valueneutral ideal of public education, arguing that public education has always embodied majoritarian values. Finally, it articulates affirmative benefits that religious charter schools can provide in the appropriate setting. Part III addresses practical objections and considers how district size and diversity determine the feasibility and desirability of religious charter schools.
I.

DEFINING AND EXAMINING RELIGIOUS CHARTER SCHOOLS
This Part examines the religious charter school concept. Section L.A details the meaning of "religious charter school" and other important terms employed throughout the Note, highlighting the areas of law that shape these definitions.
Sections I.B and I.C illustrate these definitions through the examples of Tarek ibn Ziyad Academy in Minnesota and Ben Gamla Charter School in Florida.
See ERic ROFES, How ARE SCHOOL DISTRICTS RESPONDING TO CHARTER LAWS AND
CHARTER SCHOOLS? 1-2 (1998) (noting that as compared with suburban or rural districts, urban districts suffer less of a negative impact on existing schools when charter schools are created).
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A. Definitional Frameworks
Because the concept remains new and continues to evolve, it is important to precisely define the meaning of "religious charter school." This Note uses "religious charter school" to mean a charter school operated by a religious organization or by a group of people bound by a common religious viewpoint. 2 "
Whether religious organizations can legally operate charter schools is primarily a question of state law and policy. Some state constitutions and statutes prohibit it. 6 Additionally, federal law requires that charter schools receiving federal funding be nonsectarian and not affiliated with religious institutions, so religious charter schools run by churches, synagogues, mosques, or other formal religious entities would be ineligible to receive federal funding. 7 In many areas chartering agencies, relying on the definitions in federal law as well as state laws and policies, have denied charters to religious organizations or groups of religious individuals. 8 Existing religious charter schools have bypassed these provisions by avoiding any official affiliation.
The First Amendment also poses challenges to religious charter schools. Whether charter schools must comply with the First Amendment is unsettled, 9 but courts have thus far treated charter schools as public schools, as. In creating this definition, I draw upon the work of Lawrence Weinberg. See LAWRENCE D.
WEINBERG, RELIGIOUS CHARTER SCHOOLS: LEGALITIES & PRACTICALITIES, at xix-xxi (2007).
Scholars have only recently begun to treat religious charter schools distinctly. Complicating matters, the schools themselves, seeking to avoid the connotations of the "religious" label, do not necessarily identify themselves this way. 
a6. See Preston Green, III, Charter Schools and Religious
27.
See 20 U.S.C. § 7221i(i)(E) (Supp. 2005) ("The term 'charter school' means a public school that . . . is nonsectarian in its programs, admissions policies, employment practices, and all other operations, and is not affiliated with a sectarian school or religious institution."); U.S.
DEP'T OF EDUC., CHARTER SCHOOLS PROGRAM: TITLE V, PART B: NON-REGULATORY GUIDANCE 6-7 (2004)
, available at http://www.ed.gov/policy/elsec/guid/cspguidanceo3.pdf (explaining that "the definition of a 'charter school' under State law is a matter of State policy" but to receive federal funds, the school must meet the criteria of 20 U.S.C.
S 7221i(1)). including for the purposes of constitutional regulation. 3 " Accordingly, lawyers have advised religious charter schools to comply with restrictions on public schools rooted in the Establishment Clause and statutory law. 31 This Note therefore assumes that religious charter schools are subject to the strictures of the First Amendment. In this way, religious charter schools are distinct from private or voucher-funded religious schools, which do not face similar constraints. 32 Simply saying that religious charter schools must comply with the First Amendment, however, does not exhaust the challenge of defining these unique entities. Religious charter schools seek to structure themselves around the values of a particular religion, to teach the culture associated with that religion, and to accommodate religious observance, while remaining in the good graces of chartering entities and avoiding constitutional challenges. These challenges have forced religious charter school pioneers to travel a largely unworn path, though the extensive First Amendment jurisprudence governing public schools provides some guidance. The subsequent Sections of this Part highlight the paths taken by two existing religious charter schools to demonstrate how such schools have addressed these challenges.
To explain how religious charter schools walk this tightrope, this Note makes use of an analytical distinction between accommodation and promotion of religious observance. Religious observance refers to efforts to comply with the tenets of one's faith, such as praying daily, studying religious texts, not eating forbidden foods, or not attending school on religious holidays. Efforts of a religious charter school to actively promote students' religious observance would most likely violate the Establishment Clause, because the activity would have a religious purpose, would have the effect of promoting religion, and would potentially compel nonpracticing students to participate. 33 33. See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971); see also infra Section II.B (discussing the application of the First Amendment to religious charter schools). Religious education providers could partner with religious charter schools to offer "released time" programming. To be constitutional, released time programming must be offered only to students that have parental permission and affirmatively choose to participate. Individuals not formally part of hand, religious charter schools -consistent with the First Amendment and like traditional public schools -can choose to accommodate the religious observance of religious minorities, including their own decisions to wear religious clothing, eat permissible foods, miss school on religious holidays, or engage in prayer or text study not conducted by the school. 34 Courts have concluded that "permissive" accommodations do not violate the Establishment Clause, since they do not directly promote religion but rather respect and indirectly facilitate a student's own choices. 3 s Although the distinction is admittedly a fine one and constitutional jurisprudence continues to evolve , 6 it assists in analyzing the benefits of religious charter schools and restrictions on them.
This Note also makes extended use of the term "values." A group's values are the principles, qualities, and commitments that members of that group collectively consider worthwhile as guideposts in their lives. As the Note will discuss, values play a fundamental role in shaping all forms of public education. The chance to have the education they provide reflect the values that they hold provides a singular motivation for would-be founders of charter schools, including religious organizations and groups, to seek charters.
Finally, the Note employs the term culture, referring to activities in which members of a group engage and the accompanying meanings that give that group a collective identity. These include social norms, morals, art, dress, rituals, myths, and history. As noted above, religious charter schools cannot teach religious practices, like how to pray or the study of religious texts as such, without running afoul of the First Amendment. But they can teach about their group's culture. 3 7 Of course, the two cannot always be disentangled, 38 particularly in the minds of critics who see teaching culture as merely a subterfuge for teaching religion. 39 For example, the history and cultural practices of certain Middle Eastern countries may be intertwined with Islam, the school must run it, and it cannot receive public funding. It may also need to take place off-site. See Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 3o6 (1952 In the past half-decade, a few chartering agencies have permitted groups of religious individuals to establish charter schools. 42 These schools endeavor to disentangle cultural practices from their religious contexts so that they can promote their values and culture without violating the First Amendment. They also seek to accommodate religious observance. To aid understanding of these terms and the context in which conflicts over religious charter schools have operated, the remainder of this Part considers two such religious charter schools in depth.
B. Tarek ibn Ziyad Academy, Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota
A visitor to the website of Tarek ibn Ziyad Academy (TIZ), a charter school in Minnesota, would search in vain for the words most commonly used to describe the religious affiliation of its leader and most of its attendees, "Muslim," or their religion, "Islam." 43 Instead, the visitor would comprehend the values that the school seeks to nurture as the "innate human values of brotherhood, equality, justice, compassion and peace,"', the ethic it tries to cultivate as one of "each human being [ 
Id.
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the weighty role of steward of Earth," 4 " and the environment as one that "recognizes and appreciates the traditions, histories, civilizations and accomplishments of Africa, Asia and the Middle East.", 6 Consistent with its charter school status, TIZ is officially secular. Although headed by an imam and featuring instruction in Arabic language and Middle Eastern history, it does not teach Islamic religious texts or mandate daily prayer. The school also does not discriminate on the basis of religion in admission or hiring, nor does it inquire into or document the religious affiliations of its students. 47 On the surface, though, the school resembles a Muslim religious school. Almost all female students and female Muslim staff members wear "headscarves and modest dresses," although such clothing is not required. 8 Children fast during Ramadan, and the cafeteria serves halal food throughout the year. Vacations take place on Muslim holidays. Students avoid stepping on the carpeted prayer area at the school's center as they walk to class. Most significantly, classes break for early afternoon prayers; almost all students participate, although the school does not officially conduct them.
49
As a religious charter school, TIZ actively fosters an environment conducive to the religious observance of its Muslim families; it also furthers religious-cultural norms by excluding non-Muslim elements hostile to its families' values. The school maintains a strict environment. 
51.
Popper, supra note 18.
religion." 2 Not surprisingly, the school is popular-TIZ received 765 applications for 215 spots in its second year. 3 The popularity of TIZ reflects demand among Twin Cities-area Muslim families for schools that serve their needs. Before the school's creation, their choices included a Muslim private school that created an appropriate environment but charged tuition, and public schools that cost nothing but created obstacles to observing one's Muslim faith.1 4 As a free, publicly funded school sensitive to the needs of Muslim students, TIZ provides an important resource for the Muslim community, particularly for families who cannot afford private schooling.
TIZ appears to be an ideal religious charter school. It accommodates religious observance without promoting it, and grounds its teaching in Muslim values and culture without indoctrinating religion. Critics have nevertheless charged that TIZ has not succeeded in making daily prayer and after-school religious education optional and separate from school programming," s as case law requires. s6 They have called it a "madrassa," accusing it of "merg[ing] mosque and state" and identifying behaviors at the school that they allege make it unconstitutionally religious s7 A substitute teacher claimed that afterschool religious education was listed as a "subject" on the school's daily schedule and that the midday prayer appeared mandatory rather than optional s8 The school has refuted these allegations and defends its practices, including giving vacation on Muslim holidays and having a break in its schedule at prayer times, as a means of accommodating the religious 52. Oseid, supra note 47. observance of its students. 5 9 An investigation by the Minnesota Department of Education found the school to be in substantial compliance with state and federal law. 6 ' As a result of the investigation, however, the state required that the school provide busing at the end of the school day rather than at the end of after-school programming, and that Friday prayers be conducted off site. 6 
53
1
Because culture and religion can be difficult to separate, critics also claim that the school's focus on the traditions of countries where Islam dominates is a subterfuge for teaching religion. 6 2 Although the Minnesota Department of Education has approved TIZ's curriculum and operations,6 these claims have raised public doubt over TIZ's constitutional legitimacy. While judicial precedent suggests TIZ's mission could withstand challenge, 6 4 a court could conceivably accept expert testimony that the school's emphasis on "brotherhood" and on human beings as "steward[s] of Earth" makes it particularly Muslim in orientation.
6s Given that many female students and staff members wear headscarves, the visual perception of the school alone could make a court inclined to view TIZ as religious -especially given an American context in which wearing headscarves may make one look "foreign," "religious," and far outside the American mainstream. 6 In contrast to the TIZ website's emphasis on the school's distinctive mission, including the placement of Arabic characters in its logo and on its homepage, the website of Ben Gamla Charter School in Florida blandly emphasizes its "first-class academic program," "loving, caring, and supportive educational environment," and graduates' "belief in their own efficacy." 6 8 Nevertheless, Ben Gamla, too, is a religious charter school. A casual observer might notice the school's Jewish-sounding name, and an exceptionally knowledgeable observer might realize that the school is named for Joshua Ben Gamla, an obscure historical figure who provided children's schools throughout the ancient land of Israel. 6 ' Ben Gamla has been billed as "the nation's first English-Hebrew charter school" 7 " and its website notes that it has a "unique bilingual, bi-literate, and bi-cultural curriculum." 7 1 The website attributes the reason for its dual language curriculum not to any cultural or religious purpose, but merely to "prepare[] students to have an edge in global competition through the study of Hebrew as a second language. ' 
71.
Ben Gamla Hebrew Charter School, supra note 68.
Id.
73. Posted photographs reveal a few staff members and the occasional student to be wearing kippot, the skullcaps worn by observant Jews, but only a small minority is wearing the distinctive clothing of strictly observant Jews. See Ben Gamla Hebrew Charter School, Our Photos, http://www.bengamlacharter.com/our-photos/ (last visited Nov. 24, 2008).
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The school's purpose, however, clearly goes beyond preparing its students for "global competition" to promoting Jewish culture and values. An Orthodox rabbi directs the school. 74 The school's founder, an Orthodox Jew, has recognized publicly that Hebrew language teaching cannot happen outside of a cultural context. 7 " The school cannot ask students about their religion, but it is required to ask parents if they are native English speakers. 6 Unsurprisingly, a high percentage of parents self-disclose as being native speakers of Hebrew, 77 suggesting that the school likely has a large Jewish population. The school's founder speaks of creating Ben Gamla Charter School to tap into a market for dual-language, Hebrew-English schools, 8 Though the exact contours of the market are unclear, schools like Ben Gamla can provide a Jewish cultural education to children who might not enroll in Jewish day schools or in areas where Jewish day schools are not financially sustainable. As evidence that Ben Gamla Charter School competes in a similar niche, two hundred children have left Jewish day schools for Ben Gamla, though the school also enrolls a minority of non-Jewish students. 79 Overall, Ben Gamla has been a success and appears to have tapped into unmet demand; in its first year, eight hundred students applied for four hundred spots.s°S ome critics have seized on these facts in charging Ben Gamla Charter School with indoctrinating religious Judaism at taxpayer expense. 8 Critics emphasize the difficulty of separating the Jewish religion from the Hebrew language, and fear that the school "crosses the line between church and state. The school has endeavored, however, to make its operations transparent and has relied on the Becket Fund for Religious Liberty to advise it on the legality of its operations. 83 Ben Gamla Charter School studied TIZ as a model, 8 4 but has gone further in avoiding the facilitation of religion. In contrast to Jewish private schools, teachers do not lead prayer services (minyanim) at the school; mezuzot 8 do not hang on the doorways; and the school does not close on Jewish holidays, following the official Broward County calendar instead. 8 6 Before the school began to teach Hebrew, an outside academic reviewed the Hebrew curriculum to confirm that it contained no religious content. 8 7 The school facilitates religious observance by serving kosher food, and teaches about Jewish culture and history, but it does not otherwise promote religion and has scrubbed the curriculum of specifically 88 religious content.
Even more than TIZ, therefore, Ben Gamla Charter School avoids behavior that might subject it to the charge that it promotes religion. Shaped by a leadership that sees its school as a model, and owing in part to considerable criticism and extensive monitoring, 8 9 Ben Gamla's practices have tended to fall safely on the constitutional side of the First Amendment line.
Ben Gamla's model, more focused on promoting Jewish culture and values than on facilitating religious observance, appears to reflect the different population upon which it draws. The American Muslim community upon which TIZ draws has historically supported fewer day schools, and tends to be both more religiously observant and less affluent. 118:554 2o08 religion in public school and appeal to families who could not afford private schooling. Jewish communities, by contrast, tend to feature a wide spectrum of religious observance, and Jewish day schools have historically sustained themselves not only with observant Jews but also with less observant Jews and secular Israeli immigrants whose parents want them to get an education in Jewish culture and the Hebrew language. Able to offer an education in both, Ben Gamla Charter School draws members of the latter two groups away from Jewish day schools and traditional public schools. Yet because schools like Ben Gamla provide an education devoid of religious content, some Jewish leaders have called the school a threat to Jewish continuity. 91 The distinctions between TIZ and Ben Gamla suggest some of the various forms a religious charter school might take, and the varying sources of criticism suggest the challenges that religious charter schools face in appealing to a skeptical public and even their own assumed constituencies.
lI. THE EROSION OF IDEOLOGICAL AND LEGAL OBJECTIONS TO RELIGIOUS CHARTER SCHOOLS
This Part contends that in today's diverse, choice-based educational universe, many of the ideological and legal objections to religious charter schools have little force. Section JI.A discusses increasing public acceptance of a role for religious entities in publicly funded education alongside the decline of the traditional model of public schooling. Section II.B focuses on the Supreme Court's evolving Establishment Clause jurisprudence, which has mirrored the evolution in the public's view of the proper role of religious entities. Section II.C argues that values, including religious values, play an important role in traditional public education and that it is inequitable to exclude the values of religious minorities. Section II.D discusses the benefits that religious charter schools provide their attendees. e.g., ALAN M. DERSHOWITZ, THE VANISHING AMERICAN JEW 24-46 (1997), and they fear that schools like Ben Gamla, which cannot promote Jewish observance, will draw students away from Jewish day schools. Of course, these fears may underestimate the extent to which Jewish students who would otherwise have attended public schools may develop their Jewish identity more strongly as a result of having attended culturally Jewish schools like Ben Gamla.
A. Changes in Public Schooling and Religious Group Participation in the Public Sphere
Over the past half-century, America has become unprecedentedly diverse, 9 2 mainstream suspicion of religion-state involvement has diminished, 93 and confidence in urban schools has declined. 9 4 Visions of public schools as incubators of democracy have given way to imperatives of improving schools' teaching of basic skills necessary for economic survival. 9 At the same time, wealthy Americans increasingly have sent their children to private schools or economically segregated suburban public schools, further undermining public schools as democratic incubators.
96
Recent years have seen the rise of new public school options in many of America's metropolitan areas, 97 as reformers have responded to dismay over urban public school quality and legal and social pressure generated by the segregation of minority and low-income students in city public schools. Charter schools are one such choice-based option. Reformers have created several types of charter schools, and media attention has focused on centrally run networks of charter schools targeted at improving the academic performance of low-income students through a rigorous and lengthy school day. 9s energies of local parents and teachers to create a school oriented toward the needs of a particular set of students. The majority of charter schools remain locally run institutions, reflecting the values of a specific culture, ethnicity, or educational philosophy, and seeking to appeal to like-minded individuals. 9 9 Creating charter schools and other school choice options reflects districts' decisions to meet the needs of different students in different schools, and to abandon a "one size fits all" approach.' As charter schools and other choice-based options have become accepted as part of the educational landscape, Americans' understanding of what a public school looks like has widened accordingly. The idea of having a religious group or any private entity run a traditional public school offends Americans' sense that a public school should be democratically run, featuring the interplay of various constituencies with an elected school board in charge of setting policy for a diverse district. The availability of choice, on the other hand, creates a different situation where "like-minded teachers and students can affirmatively choose to invest themselves in one school instead of another based on distinct normative claims embodied in the schools' respective missions."' 0 1 Charter schools therefore have a greater warrant than traditional public schools to maintain a particular normative mission in support of their constituency. The traditional contest of values that takes place in the electoral process and at school board meetings gets partially replaced by giving students a choice of schools, each with a distinct normative identity.
Paralleling these developments in education has been an erosion of the line between the religious and secular spheres. Americans have endorsed the participation of religious organizations in the public sphere; religious groups also exhibit "growing comfort ... regarding their participation in a pluralist society.""°2 Alongside other community groups, religious groups have become involved in improving schools over the past two decades." 3 According to sociologist of education Mark Warren, religious groups "can bring a certain energy and passion" to education, "which aligns with their beliefs: taking care of a community or acting for social justice," and do so in a noncontroversial manner by distinguishing between appropriate behavior in the "congregation" versus "public arena." 10 4 As communities allow religion into the public sphere and experiment with narrower, privately run public schools with the hope of better serving diverse communities, the traditional suspicion of religious group involvement in public education may diminish as well.
B. The Supreme Court's Evolving Establishment Clause Jurisprudence
Over the past three decades, the Supreme Court's Establishment Clause jurisprudence has mirrored the shift in public opinion by becoming more accommodating of relationships between religious groups and public entities. Two components of this trend have facilitated the creation of religious charter schools. First, the Supreme Court has allowed states increasing flexibility to direct funding to schools run by religious groups. Second, it has reduced the importance of the "entanglement" prong in First Amendment jurisprudence. Because the supervision of religious groups by chartering agencies raises potential entanglement concerns, this change has made it easier for the two to work together.
The reference to religion, the plurality quoted Agostini in explaining that "where the aid is allocated on the basis of neutral, secular criteria that neither favor nor disfavor religion, and is made available to both religious and secular beneficiaries on a nondiscriminatory basis," it does not define its recipients by reference to religion., 8 These related principles of "private choice" and government neutrality toward competing religious and secular aid seekers have replaced the distinction between direct and indirect aid that characterized the Court's earlier jurisprudence. 1 9 This shift has made choice-based direct aid programs, such as funding for religious charter schools, more likely to survive an Establishment Clause challenge. The recent case of Zelman v. Simmons-Harris, 2 ' which upheld the constitutionality of a school voucher program in Ohio, suggests how courts might apply the Agostini-Mitchell test to examine the constitutionality of a charter school program that includes religious charters. Applying the doctrinal purpose prong, the Zelman Court found a secular purpose in a voucher program that responded to a crisis situation facing the Cleveland public schools, benefitted a broad class of individuals, provided incentives to nonreligious schools to participate, and constituted just "one aspect of a broader undertaking to assist poor children in failed schools." ' ' Similarly, a court would likely find a secular purpose in a school choice authorization statute that funded religious charter schools among other viable options, did so in response to educational needs, and did not favor religious charter schools."
Applying the doctrinal effect prong, the Zelman Court looked to "whether Ohio [was] coercing parents into sending their children to religious schools," and required an evaluation of "all options Ohio provides Cleveland schoolchildren." 3 The Court considered the various nonreligious alternatives available to students in a failing public school, including alternative community Similarly, a comprehensive charter school program that includes religious options satisfies the first two Agostini effect requirements -that the program not result in governmental indoctrination or define its recipients by reference to religion. Existing state policies make funding for charter schools dependent on the number of students who choose to attend." 2 7 A charter school program that includes adequate nonreligious options, does not incentivize parents to choose religious charter schools, and funds religious charter schools on this per pupil basis should qualify as a form of "genuine and independent private choice '' 1, 8 that does not result in government indoctrination. The school district also needs to ensure neutrality in awarding charters to religious groups. If awarded on the basis of standardized secular criteria that neither favor nor disfavor religious charter applicants, 2 9 the program would not define its recipients by reference to religion.
The third of the Agostini effect requirements -that the program not create an excessive entanglement-also no longer poses an obstacle to religious charter schools. The Supreme Court gave entanglement a prominent role in the Lemon test it adopted for Establishment Clause cases in 1971,13' drawing upon the Founders' fear that state sponsorship of religion risked its corruption by introducing "pride and indolence in the Clergy" and "ignorance and servility in the laity."' 3 ' But over time, various Justices criticized the continued necessity for a distinct "entanglement" prong. 32 In Agostini, the Court formally reduced 124 Until recently, a court might have struck down districts' efforts to fund religious charter schools, holding that their creation risked impermissible state entanglement with the religious entities running the schools.'" In Aguilar v. Felton, which involved state aid to parochial schools, the Supreme Court found excessive entanglement in part because the program would require "pervasive monitoring by public authorities." 13 A court could perceive religious charter schools as needing a similar level of monitoring." 6 Agostini overturned Aguilar's finding of excessive entanglement, however, and cited Bowen v. Kendrick for the proposition that "we have not found excessive entanglement in cases in which States imposed far more onerous burdens on religious institutions than the monitoring system at issue here."' ' 37 Bowen involved an Establishment Clause challenge to a program of grants to nonprofits, including religious organizations, for the provision of "prevention" and "care" services to adolescents with regard to premarital sexuality and pregnancy.
3 ' The Court held that provision of these services constituted a legitimate secular purpose, and that the statute's provision for religious group participation alongside public or nonprofit organizations did not result in the impermissible effect of advancing religion.! 3 9 The Court reiterated that it "has never held that religious institutions are disabled by the First Amendment from participating in publicly sponsored social welfare programs" and that courts should not adopt a presumption that religiously affiliated grantees are "not 134. See Bowen, 487 U.S. at 615-16 (discussing the "Catch-22" of entanglement-based arguments that "the very supervision of the aid to assure that it does not further religion renders the statute invalid"). The diminished relevance of the entanglement prong facilitates the creation of religious charter schools by enabling appropriate supervision consistent with the First Amendment. The Bowen court found that the government's review of the programs' operations and materials and site visits to confirm that the grantees complied with statutory and constitutional requirements did not amount to "excessive entanglement.
1 41 Similarly, chartering agencies can legally engage in extensive, regular review of the curriculum and practices of religious charter schools. 42 Provided that agencies avoid excessive meddling in the internal affairs of the religious group operating the school, entanglement concerns should not prevent districts from including religious charter schools in a charter school funding program.
In short, First Amendment jurisprudence has evolved in ways that make it easier for states to create religious charter schools. Agostini, Mitchell, Bowen, and Zelman provide a roadmap for a district wishing to create a formally neutral, constitutional school choice program that includes the possibility of funding religious charter schools. 43 Provided the program satisfies the criteria outlined in these cases, a court should find it constitutional. Court explained that there were certain "state actions permitted by the Establishment Clause but not required by the Free Exercise Clause," and that the state's refusal to fund devotional
C. The Myth of Value Neutrality
Critics frequently frame objections to religious charter schools in federal constitutional terms, but the main barriers lie elsewhere. These obstacles include federal and state statutory bans on funding sectarian charter schools, state constitutional bans on directing public funds to religious groups, and chartering agencies' refusal to give charters to religious groups or their members. 1 " 4 These legal barriers reflect a belief that allowing religious organizations to start charter schools threatens to corrupt the charter school movement and public schooling by introducing religious values into education. Opponents of religious group participation fear that religious charter schools will undermine the separation of church and state and turn schools into balkanizing forces.
1 4 ' These objections do not take into account the fact that public schools are not value-neutral, but in fact embody majoritarian values that may alienate members of minority religious groups. Since their inception, public schools have embodied values, some grounded in Protestantism and others in secularism, that members of religious minority groups have perceived training fell within the "play in the joints" between the two clauses. Id. at 718-19. Without conclusively answering the question of whether a state could exclude only religious organizations from receiving charter school funding, Locke makes clear that the Supreme Court recognizes a distinction between Zelman's holding that states may fund religious education in certain circumstances, and the idea that they must do so. For now, it appears that the Federal Constitution neither requires nor prohibits states from funding religious charter schools.
Several as opposed to their own religious values. 46 Charter schools, which tend to appeal to particular constituencies, can help public education reflect the realities of American religious pluralism. 147 One cannot make schools value-neutral; education inherently involves normative and therefore contestable principles. As ethicist Richard Baer points out, "Every curriculum that is more than simple technical instruction... rests on fundamental understandings and commitments regarding the nature of reality itself, the nature of the good life and the good society, and how one ought to live. These commitments are not neutral for various religious claimants .... "1148 Throughout the nineteenth century and into the twentieth, public schools employed the King James Bible as a teaching tool and taught social and cultural values grounded in Protestantism; public education was "intolerant" of the beliefs of non-Protestants. 49 Nationally, the influence of Protestantism in public schools has faded over time with the rise of American religious diversity and judicial enforcement of the Establishment Clause.' Few public schools today attempt to teach the Bible from a religious perspective.'' Yet the legacy of Protestant influence" 2 remains in other respects. For example, some public schools teach creationism or Christianbased "intelligent design" alongside evolution. 3 cannot mend America's "huge cultural divide" "prophylactically," only individually targeted lawsuits will curb the teaching of creationism, and even that might not succeed).
164. See Forman, supra note 158, at 561 ("By the end of the 198os, the evangelical Christian critique of the public school system was fully articulated. Public schools had become so committed to secularism that they were necessarily hostile to religion.... For many, these changes together amounted to state establishment of the religion of secularism in the public schools. 
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example of how courts are ill equipped to evaluate the sources of values that schools promote. The plaintiffs alleged that their children had "been subjected to numerous and various Christian influences" by the actions of "school administrators, teachers, volunteers, other students' parents, and students. ' ' 7°O ne of their objections focused around Vanguard's use of a "Moral Focus Curriculum," ostensibly based on the "four Greek cardinal virtues" of "prudence, temperance, fortitude and justice.' 171 The school associated the virtues with "key words," including "merciful, compassion, kindness, forgiveness, and grace" for "justice," and "moral strength, conscience, faith and self-sacrifice" for "fortitude.' 72 The parents challenged the use of "Greek virtues" as the teaching of Christian morality in disguise, and indeed, as they alleged, certain of the word associations align much more closely with Christian morality than with Greek philosophy. 173 But the court rejected the challenge, holding that "[t]he fact that the curriculum employs words and concepts in service of character development that happen to coincide or harmonize with the tenets of some or all religions, does not necessarily betoken http://www.capitalresearch.org/pubs/pdf/x3773143532.pdf. He explained in an interview that he was persuaded to "imbu[e] students with morality" by his encounter with an "atheist" social scientist who told him that "the longest-lasting societies were those that adhered to absolutes," in particular "the Ten Commandments." Id. cultural heritage" have built communities and civic institutions that accommodate their distinct cultural characteristics; courts take notice only when those groups' customs appear "unusual" to the majority. 76 Thus, attempts to "neutrally" apply a vision that charter schools should be religion-free will lead to discriminatory treatment of minority religions, insofar as proposed schools grounded in Christian values will more likely get charters than those grounded in the values of minority religions. Because we overlook the sources of values grounded in Christianity or American secularism, taking a vision of state neutrality toward religion seriously requires giving members of minority religions who wish to found charter schools the same deference that the Daugherty court gave to the Christian founder of Vanguard. ' 
77
D. Benefits of Religious Charter Schools
Charter schools have empowered communities dissatisfied with traditional public schooling to bring their long-ignored values, culture, and history into the public school system.17 8 Unlike traditional, diverse urban public schools, charter schools direct themselves toward a narrower segment of the 176. 512 U.S. 687, 735-41 (1994). (Scalia, J., dissenting).
177.
Banning values from the educational process entirely would also take neutrality seriously, but that, of course, is impossible. See Redish & Finnerty, supra note 148, at 104 ("To prohibit schools from conveying values, then, would effectively preclude schools from teaching anything."). population. 179 The charter school process itself "provides an institutional mechanism for the natural formation of public schools within the bosom of real communities. ' , 8 ' As Bruce Fuller discovered, "[C]harter founders and families talk mosdy about creating or preserving their community, eager to draw boundaries around their new schools within which like-minded parents and teachers can reside. " 1' 8 In forming confined communities, charter schools reflect the shift in American public life from all-inclusive, "melting pot" civic institutions to narrower civic institutions "bounded by ethnicity, social class, or religion. ,, 8 2 The widespread failure of urban public schools alongside political change and unprecedented social diversity has fueled acceptance of this shift and experimentation with new forms of public schooling. 3 Although they have faced profound administrative and logistical challenges,8 8 locally run charter schools can provide communities underserved by large, diverse public school districts with an opportunity to better meet their needs.ls A community's decision to fund religious charter schools reflects the fact that the secular consensus governing the typical urban public school may not create the appropriate school environment for all students and all communities. Creating them takes America's diversity and commitment to religious pluralism seriously, by allowing schools with differing values, including values sensitive to the concerns of religious minorities, to compete with one another for students. ' 8 6
Religious charter schools also facilitate religious observance. Not every family who wants its children to be religiously observant can afford parochial 179. See Fuller, supra note 99, at 30 ("[C]harters usually invite just certain types of families to participate, whether they be classified by race, religious affiliation, or philosophical commitment to strict discipline or innovative pedagogy."). 186. See Saiger, supra note 8, at 969 (arguing that by subsidizing public schools, the state inevitably shapes those schools' point of view, and that it is therefore "no less public" to have "vouchers or charters that subsidize individual parental preferences about schools while impartially aggregating them using a market mechanism").
school. 8 , Others prefer that their children receive a general education rather than the devotionally oriented education in a nondiverse environment that many private religious schools are perceived as offering. 88 Religious charter schools provide a means for children in such families to receive a public, general education that is also sensitive to their values and permits them to observe their religion.
Religious institutions play an important role in many communities, and their desire to become charter school providers should surprise no one. In communities comprised of religiously observant individuals, religious institutions are often the most fundamental social institution.89 When New York first passed a charter school law, for example, several black ministers in New York City announced their intention to start charter schools. 1 90 This announcement led to a "furor" over the idea that public money might support churches. 19 ' Yet the government has long funded social service provision through religiously affiliated charities, 9 and these ministers were acting in their traditional role as social service providers to their communities. Legislatures, failing to appreciate this complexity, have made sectarian institutions ineligible for charter school funding, or denied charters to religious individuals or organizations, even when the Establishment Clause does not pose a barrier. By contrast, states have permitted museums,' 93 university schools of education,1 9 4 and representatives of local manufacturers' 9 to run charter schools. The sorts of institutions that create charter schools and provide social and cultural services in other communities are often absent from lower-income communities. ' 9 6 As a result, religious groups are particularly likely to serve as social service providers in these communities. 1 9 7 Allowing religious groups to start charter schools permits these communities and wealthier religious communities alike to draw upon the material, spiritual, and cultural wealth of their dominant social institution to better educate their children.
By encouraging members of religious minority groups to participate in the public sphere, religious charter schools foster empowerment of minority religious communities in a way that benefits American democracy.' 8 Empowerment improves democracy by incorporating previously marginalized groups into the political system. A seminal study on African-American empowerment, drawing upon earlier research showing that "a strong sense of 'ethnic community' ... was the stimulus to heightened black participation," demonstrated that the election of an African-American mayor triggered significantly increased sociopolitical participation by the black community in general.' 99 More concretely, blacks' feelings of efficacy and trust in the political system increased, and they became more engaged in politics and civic life through voting, campaigning, participation in local problem-solving organizations, and contacting elected officials. 2 "' By engaging parents in the communal and political act of creating a school grounded in their values, religious charter schools can similarly give members of religiously observant communities that have long felt disempowered the ability to meet their children's needs."' More broadly, they help communities 196. VITERITTI, supra note 2, at 206. 197 . Churches in poor communities play a "unique and complex role ... beyond the religious mission." Id.
198. The leader of Tarek ibn Ziyad Academy considers its potential to foster the political and cultural incorporation of its predominantly immigrant families as a primary benefit. As he told a reporter, "Tarek can be a steppingstone for some families to learn more about American culture in a safe environment . religious charter schools, it may increase the diversity of stakeholders in the public school system. Ben Gamla Charter School, for example, has already drawn two hundred students out of Jewish day schools, increasing the overall socioeconomic and ethnic diversity of the public system in Broward County, and-because Ben Gamla itself enrolls a minority of African-American students-the diversity of each student's classmates as well. 1°K eeping members of religious groups invested in the public school system has additional social benefits. As discussed earlier, Muslim families have increasingly turned to home schooling, finding that public schools "clash[] with their religious or cultural traditions." 2 11 As the collective wealth of Muslim Americans continues to grow, we can expect that more Muslim families will take this route if public schools remain hostile to their values and unaccommodating of their religious observance. Others have also made the choice to abandon collective schooling. At present, some ninety thousand American children attend "full-time online charter school[s]," meaning that their entire education takes place online, usually at home. 12 In California, a group of predominantly religious Christian parents has ingeniously created an organization, Valley Charter School (VCS), that pays them to home school their children." 3 VCS provides parents with secular educational materials and the support of consulting teachers, and requires some limited accountability of parents. 1 4 However, students do not attend school at the VCS site, parents 
III. PRACTICAL OBJECTIONS AND THEIR CONSEOUENCES
Despite the erosion of ideological and legal objections to religious charter schools, districts have rejected proposals for them, reasoning that religious persons or institutions should not run charter schools. For example, in rejecting the attempt of an ethnically diverse mega-church21 6 to start a charter school in Colorado, the school board "observed that the [charter school's] operating board would have been composed primarily of church officials," "even though the curriculum would have been religiously neutral. ' 17 Chartering agencies have also rejected proposals on the grounds that schools should not embody religiously based values. For example, proposals for "Waldorf-method" charter schools, which embody beliefs about human development that proponents label a "philosophy of education" but critics denounce as "inherently religious," have been rejected in Utah."" This Part focuses on objections to religious charter schools, and assesses conditions under which districts should want to create religious charter schools. Section IJJ.A discusses objections. Section III.B concludes that, in light of these objections, large urban districts are the best candidates for religious charter schools. 
A. Objections to Religious Charter Schools
Critics question why public schools should accommodate different religions. 21 9 Some say public schools should teach shared American values and promote the assimilation of immigrants and religious minorities into American life; religious charter schools seem to work against this goal. 22° Yet in creating school choice, urban districts have already abandoned the historical presumption that traditional public schools can serve everyone." 1 Failing to accommodate religious minorities forces them to choose between participating in public education and maintaining their religion. When faced with this choice, many will abandon public education for home, virtual, or private schooling. 2 Localities should consider these trends in deciding whether to accommodate religious minorities.
Religious charter schools also face accusations that their efforts to teach values and culture and accommodate religious observance cross the constitutional line into promoting religion. 223 Critics claim that religious charter schools cannot maintain this line, and districts cannot police it, because the distinctions are unclear or cover up covert promotion of religious practice. Initially, districts can address this concern by scrutinizing proposed religious charter schools to ensure that they can comply with the First Amendment. 2 4 They may wish to require safeguards, such as a curriculum committee that includes nonadherents who can vet the school's curriculum and practices. Once in operation, districts can, consistent with the Constitution, conduct regular on-and off-site reviews of a charter school's operations and materials. 2 " Religious charter schools also have a strong incentive to self-police, because they want to retain their funding. If they push the line, as TIZ has, they risk Catholic schools, have long enrolled nonadherents whose parents felt that the schools offered a superior education, 232 so it seems unwarranted to assume that religious charter schools will become de facto segregated. Finally, the difficult question arises of the extent to which religious charter schools should be able to teach values explicitly at odds with majority values. For example, should a religious charter school be able to teach that homosexuality is wrong, where other public schools in the district teach tolerance? To maintain neutrality, districts should allow religious charter schools the same latitude given other choice-based schools, which could conceivably be greater than what they allow traditional public schools. 233 The autonomy of charter schools makes them unique within the public school system; if religious charter schools lose the ability to embrace their community's values, a key virtue will be lost.
The government cannot restrict the First Amendment rights of grant recipients as a condition of funding, provided that the protected conduct occurs "outside the scope of the federally funded program. 23 4 But the government can constitutionally prohibit a grantee from using public funds toward specific purposes, and in the process decline to subsidize the exercise of a constitutional right. 235 Applying this doctrine to the aforementioned example, in which a legislature has formalized nondiscrimination against gays and lesbians as public policy, the state may require that religious charter schools not teach disapproval of homosexuality during the school day. Less clear is whether the state could require that a religious charter school teach tolerance as a condition of participation in a charter school program, where such teachings would contradict the school's values. A court's analysis will depend on whether it perceives the teaching as the government's use of private speakers to transmit The hybrid public-private nature of charter schools makes it difficult to anticipate how a court would decide. Because the private operator typically chooses the curriculum, courts will most likely consider a charter school's speech as private speech funded by the government. As such, courts will likely prevent states from requiring that charter schools present a particular state-sanctioned viewpoint on controversial issues. Yet because charter schools operate as part of the public school system, courts will most likely uphold states' power to ensure that charters operate within the outer bounds of state public policy. 39 Thus, on controversial subjects, religious charter schools could say something that does not conflict with state public policy or refrain from speaking entirely. This approach would be consistent with current practice, as many states already permit public schools and districts to take diverse approaches to controversial social or curricular issues like same-sex relationships or sex education. 4°2 "the charter schools' governmental approving authority, the individuals who organize the schools and the public that funds them"). 
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B. Finding Appropriate Spaces for Religious Charter Schools
Each school district will want to choose independently whether to have religious charter schools. Generally, religious charter schools will be most appropriate in large districts with significant numbers of religious minorities; in these districts, religious charter schools will help the state maximize the availability of satisfactory options while minimizing the chances of oppressing nonadherents. Smaller districts that cannot afford to support a variety of school choice options, or that do not have a diverse array of religious groups willing to create charter schools, may find direct accommodation of religious observance more feasible.
The Zelman Court cited neutrality among religions and a broad availability of religious and nonreligious choices as prominent factors in approving a voucher program. 4 ' Districts that can support only a few religious charter schools should exercise caution before creating any. They otherwise risk favoring particular religious groups, which might exacerbate the paucity of schools conducive to the needs of religious minorities.4 2 Having only religious charter schools would also impinge on the conscience of students whose beliefs -religious or otherwise -conflict with those of religious charter schools in the district, and would violate Zelman's requirement that publicly funded schooling include viable nonreligious options." 3 Larger districts that can support many types of schools are best equipped to create religious charter schools and still avoid discriminating against those who are not members of participating religious groups.
Similarly, religious charter schools are most appropriate in larger districts with a diverse array of religious groups willing to participate. Ensuring state neutrality among religious groups, as the Establishment Clause demands,4 requires chartering agencies to evaluate prospective religious and nonreligious charter schools using identical, religiously neutral standards. Ongoing 242. Districts favor awarding charters to "[w]ealthier, more popular, and longer established religious communities" since they have "greater resources." Macedo, supra note 7, at 447. To avoid discrimination against less wealthy religious groups, districts should only establish religious charter schools if they can afford to charter schools run by religious groups across the socioeconomic spectrum. Of course, a school run by a religious group different than one's own might still offer a more suitable education than a secular public school. See supra notes 2o6-21o and accompanying text.
243. See Zelman, 536 U.S. at 655-56.
See id.
evaluation also must take place." 4 Larger districts are capable of uniformly applying neutral standards to a diversity of religious groups, enabling them to avoid the entanglement concerns that arise when the government works with only a few religious groups. Larger, heterogeneous districts may also be able to accommodate more efficiently the needs of their religious minority communities in religious charter schools. Constitutionally, traditional public schools can choose to accommodate attendees' needs. 46 Parents cannot force public schools to furnish accommodations, 4 7 however, and schools' willingness to accommodate varies. When public schools are unwilling to accommodate, or if religious groups' values are too diverse to adequately serve everyone in one school, religious charter schools can help. Smaller districts tend to be more homogeneous and in such districts, it may be easier and more cost-effective to accommodate the values and observance of a few religious minority attendees within a traditional public school.
Finally, only large districts with a diverse system of school choice at the district level can ameliorate the fear that schools with religiously defined normative frameworks will oppress nonadherents. Because all charter schools are based upon choice and the option of exit, charter schools arguably have a greater warrant than traditional public schools to maintain a particular normative mission. 8 As discussed earlier, the availability of choice creates a situation in which "like-minded teachers and students can affirmatively choose to invest themselves in one school instead of another based on distinct normative claims embodied" in each school's mission. 49 1987) (declining to require a school district to exempt children from reading books that parents claimed taught values contrary to their religious beliefs).
248. Vischer, supra note iol, at 83, 86; see also Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 583-84 (1987) (noting the Court's vigilance over Establishment Clause compliance in "elementary and secondary schools" in part because students' "attendance is involuntary" and the State therefore "exerts great authority and coercive power").
249. Vischer, supra note lOl, at 83.
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schools from which to choose. Offering this type of selection is not feasible in most smaller districts.
CONCLUSION
Like other charter schools, religious charter schools consciously ground themselves in the values and culture of a particular community. For students and families who find the values underlying public school education to be alienating, they can offer a more appealing environment. For religiously observant students, religious charter schools provide the opportunity to maintain one's religion without sacrificing the benefits of a general education and a diverse environment. More broadly, they give religious minority groups the opportunity to design charter schools that reflect their values. Families benefit from the energy that religious groups bring to education. In today's pluralistic society, religious charter schools promote democracy by empowering members of religious minority groups to participate in the public sphere.
In an era of widespread public school failure and unprecedented diversity, religious charter schools have the potential to foster increased investment in the public school system among members of religious groups. Ultimately, by empowering religious groups to bring their values and culture into a public school system that may otherwise ignore them, religious charter schools further the ability of urban public schools to meet their students' needs.
